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ABSTRACT

The usage of shape memory materials has extended rapidly to many fields, including medical devices, actuators, composites, structures and MEMS devices. For these various applications, shape memory alloys (SMAs) are available in various forms: bulk, wire, ribbon, thin film, and porous. In this work, the focus is on SMA hybrid composites with adaptive-stiffening or morphing functions. These composites are created by using SMA ribbons or wires embedded in a polymeric based composite panel/beam. Adaptive stiffening or morphing is activated via selective resistance heating or uniform thermal loads. To simulate the thermomechanical behavior of these composites, a SMA model was implemented using ABAQUS’ user element interface and finite element simulations of the systems were studied. Several examples are presented which show that the implemented model can be a very useful design and simulation tool for SMA hybrid composites.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shape memory alloys (SMA) are a group of smart metals that recover particular shape when heated above their transformation temperatures (shape memory effect) or removal of load (superelastic effect). The ability to have large recoverable shape change has found great ever-growing interest in adaptive materials and structures. US government and agencies have established several programs/projects to fund research in such areas including the DARPA Smart Wing Project, the NASA AVST Morphing Project, the Morphing Aircraft Structures (MAS) Program, the Smart Materials and Structures Demonstrations Program, and the Synthetic Multifunctional Materials (SMFM) Program. The major motivation behind these projects is to enable efficient, multi-point adaptability in air, space and water vehicles to reduce drag, noise, vibration or acoustic signature and increase endurance, ballistic/blast protection and dynamic response.

A number of different types of adaptive SMA composites use SMA wires or ribbons embedded in a matrix. Matrix materials that have been used include polymers [1; 2], metals [3-5], plaster [6], and composites such as fiberglass-epoxy [7; 8] and carbon-epoxy [9]. Some applications use the SMA behavior to control the shape of the composite structure [10-12], or its vibrational [7; 13; 14] or buckling response [15; 16] while other applications use the SMA components to change the composite’s stiffness [7; 17], to strengthen the composite [4], and to close or repair cracks [8; 18-20].

Several methods have been developed to study the thermomechanical response for SMA composites, including micromechanical methods [18; 21] and finite element analysis [15; 22; 23]. In some cases, special composite elements have been created to study multi-layered composite plates [24-26] and layered beams [27]. Other approaches model the matrix and SMA reinforcing members separately for composite beams actuated by SMA wires or ribbons [22; 23]. In a recent finite element analysis for buckling of a laminated composite shell, the SMA elements were modeled as 1D wire elements, but twinned martensite was not considered [15].

Extensive experimental and modeling work has also been conducted on active SMA polymer composites by Turner and his collaborators at NASA Langley Research Center [28-33]. Figure 1 shows a conceptual airplane with morphing airfoil...
made of shape memory alloy hybrid composite and the adaptive stiffening prototype beam at NASA undergoing a temperature ramp test. In early work, Turner [34] developed the ECTE (effective coefficient of thermal expansion) model to describe behavior of active SMA composites. This ECTE model only needs measurement of the fundamental engineering properties such as stress and Young’s modulus for the intended use condition (e.g., prestrain level and constraint) and the model prediction correlates very well to experiments under the intended condition. However, some limitations of the ECTE model are that reorientation effects and cyclic loading or partial loading/unloading are not readily feasible.

Figure 1: Left) Conceptual airplane with morphing airfoil made of shape memory alloy hybrid composite; Right) Adaptive stiffening prototype beam at NASA undergoing a temperature ramp test [28].

The intent of this paper is to demonstrate and validate another approach in modeling such active composites. Here we model the matrix material using standard elements of ABAQUS and model the SMA reinforcing elements using a rigorous 1D shape memory alloy constitutive model through ABAQUS’ user element interface. The SMA material behavior in these composites is primarily one-dimensional since the SMA components act mainly by a change in their length with no significant non-uniaxial forces. A brief discussion of 1D models is given in the next section and the readers is referred to [35; 36] for more discussion on such models. Several example problems are simulated and shown and implications are discussed.

2. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL AND FINITE ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

The SMA constitutive model used is based on a model originally formulated by Tanaka [37], and modified by Liang and Rogers [38] and subsequently by Brinson [39-41]. The one-dimensional model is based on phenomenological macro-scale constitutive behavior and can be written as

\[
\sigma = E (\epsilon - \epsilon_L \xi_s) + \Theta \Delta T
\]

where \( \sigma \) is stress and \( \epsilon \) is strain; \( \xi_s \) is the stress-induced martensite fraction, \( E \) is the elastic modulus, \( \epsilon_L \) is the maximum transformation strain, and \( \Theta \) is related to the thermal coefficient of expansion for the material.

Coupled to the constitutive law, a kinetic law must be used to determine the martensite volume fraction based on the stress and temperature loading history. The transformation criteria can be represented on an experimentally determined phase diagram shown in Figure 2. The kinetic law used in the simulations for this paper includes both twinned and detwinned martensite variants [39], as is essential to properly handle the issue of martensitic variant reorientation. The kinetics are further enhanced to consider the full thermomechanical history implemented through “switching points” for changes in load path direction [41]. This allows the model to appropriately model hysteresis effects in the phase transformation and to capture cyclic or repetitive loading conditions, under which many kinetic laws fail. The reader is referred to the previous work for a full explanation and examples of the algorithms and only a brief synopsis is presented here for transformation between the [M] and [A] regions.

Whenever the thermomechanical state of the SMA material enters the shaded areas on the diagram of Figure 2, \( \xi_s \) must be updated. The thermomechanical path can be complex and the kinetic algorithm described here to update \( \xi_s \) is able to consistently reproduce the path dependence of martensitic transformation. Note in Figure 2 that the normal vectors \( \mathbf{n}_A \) and \( \mathbf{n}_M \) represent the directions of transformation change in the [A] and [M] strips respectively. At any point on the path, \( \tau \) is the vector tangent to \( \Gamma \). A transformation occurs whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied:
A given loading path $\Gamma$ can be subdivided into several segments ($\Gamma_n$, $n = 1, 2, \ldots$) by introducing the switching points, defined as the points where the direction or sense of the transformation changes. The switching points are points where $\Gamma$ enters or leaves the transformation strip in the direction of transformation (point A) or points inside the strip where the dot product between $\tau$ and $n_A$ or $n_M$ changes sign (points B, C, D). Along the portions of $\Gamma$ between two switching points, $\xi_s$ is monotonically either increasing or decreasing (when in a transformation strip and moving in a transformation direction, e.g. between A and B or C and D) or constant (when outside a transformation strip or when moving opposite to the transformation direction, e.g. between B and C, or along any portions of $\Gamma$ outside of the segment A to D).

Bekker and Brinson [41] present three ways to formulate the local kinetic law, one of which is utilized here. We first define $Y^i = Y^i(T, \sigma)$, ($i = A, M$) as the normalized distance between a given point on $\Gamma$ inside a transformation strip and the start boundary. $Y^i$ is given by the following expression

$$Y^i = \frac{\rho^i}{\rho_0^i},$$

where $\rho^i$ is the distance of point $(T, \sigma)$ from the start boundary, and $\rho_0^i$ is the width of the strip. Figure 2 illustrates these quantities for the case of the [M] strip.

On a given portion $\Gamma_n$ between two switching points, $\xi_s$ can then be updated using the appropriate one of the following expressions

$$\xi_s^A = \xi_{sj} f^A(Y^A - Y^A_j)$$

when the point is inside the [A] strip, and

$$\xi_s^M = \xi_{sj} + (1 - \xi_{sj}) f^M(Y^M - Y^M_j)$$

when the point is inside the [M] strip.
In the forgoing expressions, quantities marked with subscript \(j\) are the values of the martensite fraction and the normalized distance at the previous switching point relevant to the current transformation, \(\xi_s\) is the stress-induced martensite fraction and \(f_j\) are interpolation functions. Here cosine interpolation functions are used, equivalent to those originally developed by Liang and Rogers [38]:

\[
f^A(Y^A - Y^A_j) = 1 - \frac{1}{2} \{1 - \cos[\pi(Y^A - Y^A_j)]\}
\]  

(6)

\[
f^M(Y^M - Y^M_j) = \frac{1}{2} \{1 - \cos[\pi(Y^M - Y^M_j)]\}
\]  

(7)

The Brinson model has been tested and found to be an excellent SMA model for modeling SMA wire reinforced composite structures. [36]. The kinetic and constitutive laws presented here have been implemented successfully for one-dimensional SMA response using ABAQUS’ user element interface. The SMA user element includes a non-linear (both geometric and material) finite element procedure for the kinetic and constitutive laws, appropriate convergence criteria for both ABAQUS and the user element, tracking of converged and switching points while trying new predictions which may be rejected by ABAQUS. The readers are referred to [42] for more details. For the simulations presented in next section, the SMAs are modeled using the new SMA user element. The matrix is modeled using standard element types available from ABAQUS, since a wide variety of element types are available for laminated composite materials with temperature dependent material properties.

### 3. EXAMPLE PROBLEMS AND DISCUSSIONS

The SMA user element will now be used to model the shape memory alloy reinforcements embedded in metal or polymer matrix. The matrix material elements are modeled using standard element types available in ABAQUS and the SMA wire elements are 1-D truss elements tied at the nodes to the matrix elements. The example cases to be considered include a beam clamped at each end and a cantilevered beam with biased SMA reinforcing undergoing thermal cycling. Nonlinear static analysis of these composites are performed and compared to experimental results. Nonlinear analysis for a self-healing composite going through two fracture-heal cycles had been also performed using similar approaches, and the readers are referred to [14; 35] for details.

#### 3.1. Clamped SMA hybrid composite beam

For easy comparison the beam specimen considered here is same as the one used by Turner and Patel [33] with slight modifications in the finite element model and mesh to render it suitable for analysis with the 1D SMA user element. The experimental beam specimen is 18 inches long (45.72 cm) and 1 inch wide (2.54 cm) and clamped at both ends. The lamination stacking sequence is (45/0/-45/90)\(s\) with SMA ribbon material replacing a width of 0.45 inches (1.143 cm) of the 0\(^\circ\) glass-epoxy layers about the beam centerline, bounded by 0.275 inch (0.6985 cm) wide strips of glass-epoxy on either side. The thickness of each glass-epoxy layer is 0.004875 inches (0.012383 cm) and that for the SMA is 0.006 inches (0.01524 cm). Therefore, the prototype beam has a thickness of 0.078 inch (0.1872 cm) on both edges and 0.0825 inch (0.20955 cm) in the center, whose cross-section is shown on the top plot of Figure 3. Since currently the SMA user element is a 3D truss it cannot occupy a 2D or 3D space. Thus each 2D layer of ribbons is modeled as a 1D truss element row and due to the symmetry of the layers and the loading, the 4 layers can be consolidated into a single truss element row in the center of the beam with equivalent area. Accordingly the matrix in the center is modeled as 12 layers of glass-epoxy having a thickness of 0.0585 inch (0.14859 cm), as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 3. The only connection between the truss elements and elements of the matrix is the common nodes along the center. This approximation decreases the moment of inertia of the beam and impacts the quantitative comparison of simulation and experimental results, as mentioned later. A method to wrap the implemented 1D model into pseudo 2D or 3D elements will be discussed later.

In the meshing process, the length of the beam is divided into 36 segments. Since ABAQUS is capable of modeling laminated composite materials given the material and orientation stacking sequence, the matrix on both outer edges (16 layers of glass-epoxy) are modeled using 16*36*2 S4 quadrilateral shell elements and 12*36*2 for the center (12 layers of glass-epoxy). The SMA ribbons are modeled with 36 truss elements sharing some common nodes with the 4*36*2
shell elements close to the central line. The in-plane (top) view of the beam specimen is shown in Figure 4, with 36*4 matrix elements in a layer and crosses indicating the left end of user elements.

Figure 3: Top) Schematic of the cross-section of the adaptive stiffening prototype beam and Bottom) Finite element model

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 4: In-plane view (top view) of the adaptive-stiffening SMA hybrid composite beam specimen (36x1 inch), with 36*4 matrix elements in a layer and crosses indicating the left end of user elements.

The properties used in this study for the SMA materials are listed in Table 1. Among these properties, the Young’s modulus of austenite, the Poisson’s ratio and density are same as those in [33], with the Young’s modulus of the martensite being half of the austenite. The transformation temperatures are based on DSC test results in [30]. The phase diagram parameters and the max residual strain were not available for the SMA ribbon used in the composite and values were taken from [38; 43; 44] for a similar NiTi material. The thermal coefficient of thermal expansion is taken as zero for simplicity, as thermal strains alone are orders of magnitude smaller than transformation strains. The properties for the glass-epoxy are same as in [33] and shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Material properties for the Nitinol alloy used in the simulations of adaptive stiffening and shape control composites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moduli, density</th>
<th>Transformation temperatures</th>
<th>Phase Diagram parameters</th>
<th>Max residual strain, Poisson’s ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_A = 3.94 \times 10^6$ psi</td>
<td>$M_e = 63.16^\circ$F</td>
<td>$C_M = 644.4$ psi/°F</td>
<td>$\varepsilon_L = 0.067$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_M = 1.97 \times 10^6$ psi</td>
<td>$M_s = 68.9^\circ$F</td>
<td>$C_A = 1112$ psi/°F</td>
<td>$\nu = 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Theta = 0$ psi/°C</td>
<td>$A_s = 128.48^\circ$F</td>
<td>$\sigma_s^\infty = 14500$ psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho = 0.2066$ lb/in³</td>
<td>$A_t = 142.34^\circ$F</td>
<td>$\sigma_t^\infty = 24650$ psi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Properties for the glass-epoxy matrix (Coefficient of thermal expansion is relative to 75F and mass density is 0.07338 lb/in³)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T (F)</th>
<th>$E_1$ (psi)</th>
<th>$E_2$ (psi)</th>
<th>$\nu_{12}$</th>
<th>$G_{12}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$G_{13}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$G_{23}$ (psi)</th>
<th>$a_1$ (1/F)</th>
<th>$a_2$ (1/F)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>7.15E+06</td>
<td>2.90E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>2.928E-06</td>
<td>6.139E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.15E+06</td>
<td>2.90E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>2.985E-06</td>
<td>6.417E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>7.15E+06</td>
<td>2.90E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>1.40E+06</td>
<td>3.155E-06</td>
<td>7.253E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.13E+06</td>
<td>2.82E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.34E+06</td>
<td>1.34E+06</td>
<td>1.34E+06</td>
<td>3.471E-06</td>
<td>9.190E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>7.11E+06</td>
<td>2.75E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.29E+06</td>
<td>1.29E+06</td>
<td>1.29E+06</td>
<td>3.677E-06</td>
<td>1.068E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>7.08E+06</td>
<td>2.68E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.24E+06</td>
<td>1.24E+06</td>
<td>1.24E+06</td>
<td>3.761E-06</td>
<td>1.157E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>7.07E+06</td>
<td>2.64E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.22E+06</td>
<td>1.22E+06</td>
<td>1.22E+06</td>
<td>3.771E-06</td>
<td>1.184E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.07E+06</td>
<td>2.58E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.20E+06</td>
<td>1.20E+06</td>
<td>1.20E+06</td>
<td>3.766E-06</td>
<td>1.202E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>7.06E+06</td>
<td>2.47E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.15E+06</td>
<td>1.15E+06</td>
<td>1.15E+06</td>
<td>3.735E-06</td>
<td>1.220E-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>7.05E+06</td>
<td>2.35E+06</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.10E+06</td>
<td>1.10E+06</td>
<td>1.10E+06</td>
<td>3.696E-06</td>
<td>1.224E-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The physical conditions for this specimen that are to be simulated numerically involve imposing a uniformly distributed thermal load of 240°F (115.6°C) in the presence of the clamped boundary conditions. The combination of the thermal loads and the fixed boundary conditions causes thermoelastic instability and large thermal post-buckling deflections. To prevent numerical ill conditioning, initial geometric imperfections were set as the resulting deflections calculated in a separate static analysis by applying a static gravity load of 1g (386.4 in/s², 9.81 m/s²), normal to the plane of the beam.

Figure 5 shows change of several variables versus temperature including the measured and predicted mid-span, post-buckling deflection, the stress and the martensite volume fraction of the shape memory element. The mid-span, out-of-plane deflection versus temperature is shown in the top plot of Figure 5 for the experimental measurement, simulation of a simple composite (no SMA ribbons) and simulation of the active SMA composite. For the simulation of the simple composite, the traditional thermoelastic behavior prevails and the post-buckling deflection increases with temperature, with a deflection of 0.35 inch at 240°F. For the active SMA composite, both the experimental result and the simulation show that the traditional thermoelastic behavior persists up to certain temperature (128.5F), at which point the SMA
ribbons are actuated and begin to dominate the stress state. At higher temperatures, the structure is rendered flat, even eliminating the initial imperfection deflections, which is clearly shown at the beginning of all curves. An important condition to establish this buckling control is use of embedded SMA ribbons with an initial amount of detwinned martensite – the prestrain of the ribbons allows the large stresses to be incurred and the full recovery of the buckled shape. It is also noted that this self-stiffening effect is activated for any temperature above the reverse transformation temperature of the SMA elements used. As the critical temperature can be altered in SMAs with small changes in alloying elements and processing conditions, this adaptive stiffening can be designed for specific applications to have a significant effect on the structure’s dynamic response. While the simulation accurately captures the qualitative response of the experiment, quantitative differences between the experimental data and the simulations remain and are due to several approximations. First, as mentioned earlier, currently the center region is modeled as only 12 layers of simple composite material and this reduces the moment of inertia. Therefore the simulation shows earlier post-buckling and a larger magnitude than exhibited in the experiment. In addition, in the experimental material the specimen is heated by resistive heating leading to a probably non-uniform of temperature distribution, while the simulation assumes constant temperature throughout the specimen. Finally, while some of the properties for the SMA were measured directly from the ribbons and used in the analysis, the parameters for the phase diagram is for a different material.

The middle and bottom plot of Figure 5 shows the path of the shape memory element in the SMA phase diagram and the detwinned volume fraction versus temperature respectively. The SMA element starts from a zero stress state with some initial detwinned volume fraction corresponding to 3.5% prestrain. No significant changes in the stress or volume fraction occur until the temperature reaches \( A_s \) and the SMA element enters the reverse transformation zone \([A]\). At that point, the stress begins to increase and the volume fraction to decrease linearly with increase of temperature due to constraint on both ends. Note that the reverse transformation does not stop at \( A_f \) since the reverse transformation region is shifted right at higher stress. During cooling, before the SMA element enters the transformation zone \([M]\) the stress is constant since the post-buckling deflection has been diminished and cooling does not change the geometry appreciably. Once the SMA element enters the transformation zone \([M]\), the high stress in the ribbon causes transformation from austenite to detwinned martensite, causing a decrease in the ribbon stress. By room temperature most of the stress has been released. Since the martensite volume fraction after cooling to room temperature is less than the original level before the 1st heating, a stress of 23psi (159MPa) in the ribbon remains to balance this volume fraction difference. In the second heating, there is no post-buckling due to this residual normal stress, although the stress does rise further and the martensite transformation occur with heating as indicated. Note that the transformation to austenite begins above the \( A_s \) temperature due to the residual normal stress. This simulation demonstrates the effectiveness and insight that can be gained using such a design and simulation tool.

Figure 6: Top) Schematic of the cross-section of the shape-control prototype beam and Bottom) Finite element model.

3.2. Cantilevered SMA hybrid composite beam

The second example demonstrates shape/deflection control of a cantilevered SMA hybrid composite beam. Consider a cantilevered SMA hybrid composite beam that is 9 inches long (22.86 cm) and 1 inch wide (2.54 cm) and clamped one end with the other one free. The cross section of the beam is same as the top schematic in Figure 3 except the SMA ribbon material only replaces a width of 0.45 inch (1.143 cm) about the beam centerline in the 2\(\alpha\)0° glass-epoxy layer as shown in the top schematic of Figure 6. Therefore, the prototype beam has a thickness of 0.078 inch (0.1872 cm) on both edges and 0.079125 inch (0.2009775 cm) in the center. As in the first example, the 2D layer of ribbons is modeled as a 1D truss element row, however in this case the geometric position off the neutral axis must be maintained in the simulation due to the lack of symmetry in the problem. Thus, the truss element is in the position of the 2\(\alpha\)0° glass-epoxy layer and has equivalent cross-sectional area to the ribbon layer. Accordingly the matrix in the center is modeled as 15
layers of glass-epoxy having a thickness of 0.073125 inch (0.1857375 cm), as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 6. Once again the only connection between the SMA and the matrix is through the common nodes shared by the SMA and the matrix. The finite element mesh on the in-plane (top) view of the shape control SMA hybrid composite beam is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: In-plane view (top view) of the shape control SMA hybrid composite beam specimen (9x1 inch), with 18*4 matrix elements in a layer and crosses indicating the left end of user elements.

The model was subjected to a uniformly distributed thermal load of 240°F (121.1°C) to study the deflection response. No seeding of the deflection was necessary in this case due to the non-symmetric location of the SMA ribbons off the neutral axis. The tip displacement of the beam is shown in the top plot of Figure 8. Before the SMA elements enter the reverse transformation zone [A] the tip displacement increases very slowly due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of the matrix and composite. Thereafter tip deflection increases rapidly with temperature due to a combined effect of
shortening of SMA ribbons and expansion of the polymer composite. Upon cooling, before SMA elements enter the detwinning martensite zone [M] the tip deflection drops slowly with decreasing temperature due to the pure thermoelastic effect. Thereafter tip deflection decreases rapidly with temperature. At room temperature, detwinned martensite remains as shown in the bottom plot of Figure 8 and therefore the stress in SMA elements is not zero, which accounts for a small tip deflection of 0.174 inch (0.44149 cm). One can see the large amount of change of tip displacement is due to the reverse or forward transformation of SMA ribbons. This example demonstrates the effectiveness of SMA ribbons in shape control. The middle plot of Figure 8 shows the path of the tip SMA element in the phase diagram and the bottom plot of Figure 8 shows the martensite volume fraction versus temperature. These two plots are quite similar to those in the adaptive stiffening simulation. As in the previous example, the use of prestrained SMA ribbons is essential to achieve significant shape control. Although thermal coefficient of expansion mismatch between the SMA elements and the composite can account for some shape change, the magnitude is insignificant compared to the actuated tip deflections using prestrained SMA ribbons.

In Figure 6, the SMA ribbons replaces the 2nd 0° glass-epoxy layer (16% offset) and one expects larger tip displacement if the SMA ribbons replace the 1st 0° glass-epoxy layer (41% offset). Figure 9 shows the tip-deflection versus the relative position of the shape memory ribbon layer for the shape control composite. One can see the tip displacement increases linearly with the offset that the SMA ribbons are placed. By using such a flexible and robust design tool, one can obtain desired shape at specific temperatures by adjusting design parameters such as the lowest and highest temperatures, the prestrain amount, the composite configuration, and even material properties of the matrix and SMA.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, simulations of adaptive stiffening and shape control of SMA hybrid composites have been demonstrated and compared to experimental results. A rigorous 1D SMA model previously implemented using ABAQUS’ user element interface has been used to simulate the 1D response of the SMA reinforcements in such composites. The matrix of these composites is modeled using standard element types available from ABAQUS by taking advantage of ABAQUS’ available element types for laminated composite materials with temperature dependent material properties. Results from nonlinear static (post-buckling) analysis of a beam clamped at each end showed good correlation between experimental and simulation results. The deflection versus temperature response of a cantilevered beam demonstrated the efficient control authority of the embedded SMA. It can be concluded that SMAs are very good candidates for such composites and use of pre-strained SMA ribbons in these composites is critical.

An advantage of the simulation method developed here in which separate elements for the SMA reinforcements and matrix are used is that material properties or composite geometry can be changed easily. Other approaches in which special composite elements are developed which combine both SMA and matrix properties are more application specific. The flexibility and demonstrated robust performance in predicting self-healing, adaptive stiffening and shape control behavior of the current approach allows the technique to be used to achieve optimal design and explore design issues for a composite, including material properties for matrix and SMA, prestrain amount and volume percentage of the SMAs reinforcements, geometry arrangement and working temperature range for the composite.
FUTURE WORK

In the future, beam’s linear random response at select temperature will be performed and compared to experiments. Past experiments have shown large shifts in the resonant frequencies and reductions in the dynamic response amplitude. Debonding will be considered by adding interface elements connecting the matrix and the SMA elements, whose Young’s modulus and yield strength will be replaced with a much lower value once the shearing stress of them exceeds certain threshold. Currently the SMA user element is a 3D truss and it cannot occupy a 2D or 3D space. A promising next step is to develop pseudo 2D or 3D user element based on the implemented 1D SMA model. The user specifies two edge or surfaces to whose centers the 3D SMA truss element will connect. Then the stiffness matrix and right hand side vector will be formed for ABAQUS to use.
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